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Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 Do not sell My Personal Information PageDiskussionEditHistory Thok ast Thok (Hard) Trial insect-oid beast strain connected by the r war of the cape, Gnath have but one collective desire: to expand their territory and thrive without fear of dragons. It was this simple but powerful wish that a mighty primal propensity for war and conquest was
summoned into existence. Bound by vidofnir's promise to eliminate this threat to dragonkind, you must now lead your companions to fight against a ferocious entity known as Ravana, Lord of the Bee. Enemies: Requirements: Eight players (2 tanks, 2 healers, 4 PCB) ※The above composition requirement is not imposed on the advance party. Class: Disciples of war or magic. 2 2 4
Blue Mage Log: 300 10 30 Ravana has 2 distinct stages during which the following movements and mechanics are used: Attack Name Description Fence wall Many of the Ravana attacks can crack and/or destroy the walls of sections. Players can fall in this fight! Stances Ravana will have one of three attitude enthusiasts take all the time: Parry: activated whenever it uses the See
Wing and lasts 5 seconds. Pity: increases Ravana damage dealt with. It will use Foreplay to defeat, defeat, or Swift Slaughter while in that attitude. Defensive: Appears first in Phase 2. It will fixate on whoever has the second threat, casting numerous frontal necklines on them. The group should stand and healers should focus on keeping that person alive. If they die, the boss
switches to a new target. Bloodlust Gauge Boss gauge that fills several times during the fight. Every time the bar fills up, Ravana gets stacked by a Damage Up enthusiast. Blinding blade tankbuster. Severe damage to the frontal chipped. Tapasya 3-hit the front neckline with a smaller knockback. After the initial hit, he will wait a while before continuing with the next two hits, giving
the tank a chance to take a few steps forward to the side and avoid them. See Wing/Tail Ravana get a 5-second fan who reflects the damage back to the player and makes a minor knockback if he stands on the wrong side. When it casts this ability, ethereal shields appear either on the right and left or its front and back, indicating where players can't attack from. Knockback only
affects physical attacks; magic PCB may not move. See The Wing: Shields appears on its front and back. Players can only attack from the sides. See the tail: Shields appear on its sides. Players can only attack from the front or the back. Foreplay to defeat used during stance damage. Ravana starts charging this skill where it stands. After 15 seconds, he will do a massive
unmarked AoE around him, doing slight damage, knocking down players struck, and giving them a vulnerability stack. To avoid this, players must stand on maximum range. Followed by more blazing lines of AoEs in random directions and doughnuts with a safe place in the center of the arena. Defeat used during stance damage. Ravana starts charging, and then turn in the face
of a random player. Players have to move and stand right behind him as he sends out massive AoE in all other ways. Then, the burning line of AoEs will cross and divide the arena into four parts, with 2 players marked with a large purple AoE that moves with them. Ghanas More Butterfly adds will flutter down and land on the platform. You must be killed as soon as possible: if they
finish their cast, they will turn into a sword, thereby increasing the damage to Bloody Fuller. Spirit of Ghana: Begins casting immediately, has low health and dies quickly. Moon Ghana: Begins casting after a few seconds, has much more health than the Spirit of Ghanas. They should be directed down first as soon as they land. Bloody Fuller Ravana is the ultimate. The more
damage, the more swords are on the platform from Ghana. The whole group will be overwhelmed and rise to the air. It will charge through the arena once, and additional time for each sword remaining, dealing with damage and giving the vulnerability of the stack, before releasing the full capability. It marks the beginning of phase 2. Advice and tips If you're not MT, never stand in
front of Raven because it has a lot of frontal necklines. Do not use a tank boss against the wall; It is best to keep him in the center, so that his abilities do not destroy the fence wall earlier than necessary. Focus on the moon Ghanas over the Spirit of Ghanas as they take longer to kill. Phase 2 All capabilities from Phase 1 except Ghana appear at this stage as well. Name of the
attack Description Pillars of heaven Proximity attack from the center of the room. He has a massive knockback for all the players. Make sure your back is to the intact fence wall so you are not knocked down. Rose of Hate occurs during the Defense of Stance. Spawns more pulsating balls that are tethered to players. They will slowly move towards who they are strapped to and
explode if they touch them, or any other player, dealing with the damage and giving the vulnerability of the stack in the little AoE around them. Players should kite these around for a few moments before they explode on their own, dealing with damage to nearby players. Swift Slaughter Used During Stance Damage. Four players will be marked with swords over their heads, with
each player having a different number of swords from 1 to 4. After a 15 second cast time for skills, the boss will jump away, and then charge from the middle of the room to the marked players in order of swords on their heads. Players should lay out, with marked players not stacking together and the rest of the group not aligning with any of the designated players. Followed by an
AoE doughnut centered in the middle and then a large AoE in the middle with safe spots along the edges. Surpanakha line AoE, which focuses on who has a second harassment during Attitude. Atma-Linga Central raid-wide damage. Advice and tips It is easier to fall during this phase, and note that if you fall, you can not be resurrected. Take care not to run over any balls during
the Rose of Hate. Off-tank should pre-Provoke + Shirk main tanks, so they are second in the round in preparation for Defense Stance.   (Blue Mage Magic Acquisition) Item Type iLvl Requirements Statistics Ravana Card Triple Triad Card &amp;00000000000000000001000001&amp;00000000000000000000100000000000000000100000001000000 Level 1 The epic (★★★★)
card used in Triple Triad.    Ravana is a forewing Cloth &amp;000000000000000150000000150&amp;00000000000000010000000001 Req. Level 1 plucked from lord's bee back, this remarkably light wing is impossible to pluck despite its slenderness. expand_more ravana gets stacked by a damage-up fan as the fight goes on - killing him as fast as possible. Due to its long
neckline, tanks should face Raven from the raid all the time. The arena for this fight is small and surrounded by fences that will be broken during the fight - pay attention to whether the remaining fences have to avoid being knocked to the edge during the 'Pillars of Heaven'. Attack Script Blinding Blade Tapasya See Wing Overture to Defeat Defeat expand_more Blinding Blade
Important Notes: This frontal split has high damage - the face of Raven since the raid. expand_more Tapasya All Cleave Knockback Important Notes: This front neckline hits 3 times. expand_more see the wing important notes: This attack will damage and knock down all physical attacks. expand_more Foreplay to defeat phase 01 Each Circular AoE Prelude has a 15 second cast
timer - use it to effectively move out of reach to prevent Raven's first big AoE spin. Phase 02 Each column of AoE Cirular AoE follows Raven jumping into the air and placing many overlapping column AoEs throughout the arena - run into a safe area to prevent damage. Phase 03 Each AoE doughnut the final stage of this attack is an arena-wide doughnut AoE - run to the center of
the arena to prevent damage. expand_more Defeat Stage 01 Each Cone AoE Defeat has a 15 second cast timer - use it to effectively move directly behind Raven to avoid damage. Phase 02A Each column of the AoE Po cone, Ravana will jump into the air and place 2 columns of AoEs in the 'X' pattern – stand in safe zones to prevent damage, but watch out for purple markers
placed on members of your party. Phase 02B Each Markers During the AoEs column, Ravana marks two players with larger purple AoEs - spread out and avoid other players. This phase begins when Ravana starts convening delivers – all players should focus down these adds to prevent further damage during bloody fuller. Spirit &amp; Moon Ghana Spawns Spirit and Moon
Ghana will be prone and should concentrate as quickly as possible - that moon Ghanas have much more health. The longer these adds are left alive, the more swords will screed, increasing the 'Bloody Fuller' damage. Attack Script Ghana spawns Bloody Fuller expand_more Bloody Fuller Important Notes: This attack's strength is determined by how long 'Spirit Ghana' and 'Moon
Ghana' spawns are allowed to live. Spawns will summon swords as time goes by, increasing the damage Bloody Fuller will do. Ravana throws the entire airstrike into the air when he carries out this attack. Be aware of which parts of the arena still contain fences - you will need them to prevent falling during the pillars of heaven. All players should stack up behind Raven when they
begin the cast of 'Swift Slaughter' to avoid harm. Defensive stance During the fight, Ravana switches to his defensive stance and concentrate on the second threat target - tanks should keep him away from the raid while everyone else stacks up behind him. Attack Script Pillars of Heaven Rose Orbs Swift Defeat Atma-Linga Repeat expand_more Pillars of Heaven Every Raid-
Wide AoE Knockback Important Notes: This attack does raid-wide damage and hits the entire team with a knockback – use the remaining walls on the arena to keep from falling off. expand_more Rose Orbs Important Notes: Balls will spawn around the arena and buckle up to the players. These balls will add vulnerability to the debuff if they hit the players - run away from them
until the strap breaks. expand_more Swift Slaughter Phase 01 Each Markers 4 players will be marked with up to 4 swords – Ravana attacks each player in order of their sword marker (1, 2, 3, 4). Phase 02 Each AoE Ravana doughnut will immediately follow these signs with arena-wide AoE doughnuts - run to the center to prevent damage. Phase 03 Each circular AoE the last
step in this attack is a large circular AoE - running towards the edge of the arena to prevent damage. expand_more Atma-Linga Important Notes: Ravana will do a raid-wide stomp, doing slight damage. Damage.
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